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 52 
Abstract 53 

Adipose tissue requires neural innervation in order to regulate important metabolic functions. 54 

Though seminal work on adipose denervation has underscored the importance of adipose-nerve 55 

interactions in both white (energy storing) and brown (energy expending) adipose tissues, much 56 

remains a mystery. This is due, in part, to the inability to effectively visualize the various nerve 57 

subtypes residing within these tissues and to gain a comprehensive quantitation of neurite 58 

density in an entire depot. With the recent surge of advanced imaging techniques such as light 59 

sheet microscopy and optical clearing procedures, adipose tissue imaging has been 60 

reinvigorated with a focus on three-dimensional analysis of tissue innervation. However, 61 

clearing techniques are time consuming, often require solvents caustic to objective lenses, alter 62 

tissue morphology, and greatly reduce fluorophore lifespan. Not only are current methods of 63 

imaging wholemount adipose tissues inconvenient, but often attempts to quantify neurite density 64 

across physiological or pathophysiological conditions have been limited to representative 65 

section sampling. We have developed a new method of adipose tissue neurite imaging and 66 

quantitation that is faster than current clearing-based methods, does not require caustic 67 

chemicals, and leaves the tissue fully intact. Maintenance of a fully intact depot allowed for tiling 68 

z-stacks and producing maximum intensity projections of the entire adipose depot, which were 69 

then used to quantify neurite density across the tissue. With this processing method we were 70 

able to characterize the nerves, nerve-subtypes, and neurovascular interactions within the 71 

inguinal subcutaneous white adipose tissue in mice using up to five fluorescent channels at high 72 

resolution. We also utilized second harmonic generation, which provides label-free imaging, to 73 

investigate collagen fiber abundance in adipose of obese mice.  74 
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 86 

 87 

Introduction: 88 

Historically overlooked as a location of diverse peripheral innervation [1], the adipose organ 89 

was most prominently inspected for innervation in the mid 1960’s when sympathetic nerve fibers 90 

were visualized within brown adipose tissue (BAT) [2].  BAT nerves were later comprehensively 91 

investigated by T.J. Bartness [3]. Energy expending BAT was the first adipose tissue to be 92 

identified as being highly innervated due to its important role in thermogenesis [4], which 93 

requires significant sympathetic input [2, 5, 6]. Sensory innervation has also been documented 94 

in BAT, particularly around vasculature, and has been proposed to play a role in lipolysis [7].  95 

More recently white adipose tissue (WAT), associated more with energy storage, was 96 

demonstrated to be highly innervated by sympathetic [8, 9] and sensory nerves [5, 10], but not 97 

parasympathetic  [11] nerves. 98 

 In order to visualize adipose innervation, it had been common practice to slice adipose 99 

tissue into 7um-10um thick sections and immunolabel for various neuronal markers [11-14], 100 

such as the sympathetic marker tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the rate-limiting enzyme for 101 

synthesis of catecholamine neurotransmitters such as norepinephrine. A number of important 102 

findings emerged from this practice, but it was not without limitations. Thin sections of tissue 103 

reduce peripheral nerves to puncta, leaving investigators unable to accurately determine 104 

arborization or the ability to quantify innervation across an intact tissue. Importantly, our 105 

laboratory has revealed a new map of adipose anatomy in the inguinal subcutaneous white 106 

adipose tissue (i-scWAT) depot, and we and others have demonstrated that the pattern of 107 

innervation in scWAT is heterogeneous [15], thus warranting a more comprehensive look at 108 

adipose innervation across an intact depot and changes that may occur with physiological or 109 

pathophysiological stimuli. 110 

The limitations of thin-slice immunostaining of adipose nerves did not go unnoticed, which 111 

resulted in the emergence of several methods for imaging and quantifying innervation within 112 

whole adipose depots [15-21]. However, even the new and improved methods also are not 113 

without their flaws. All of the current whole depot imaging methods require optical clearing and 114 

refractive index matching to visualize tissue innervation. Optical clearing typically alters tissue 115 

morphology by either shrinking, expanding, or hardening the tissue, or it greatly limits 116 

fluorophore lifespan to less than three days. Furthermore, some of the most effective methods 117 

of tissue clearing use caustic chemicals that require specialized objective lenses (ie: “BABB-118 

safe”) for microscopy. These issues with clearing techniques have been extensively reviewed in 119 
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multiple organs [22-24]. The current methods also typically rely on quantifying only a few small 120 

representative three-dimensional tissue sections, which misses the heterogeneity and regional 121 

anatomy of the intact tissue. The regional variation in neurite density in scWAT [15, 19], cannot 122 

be accurately reduced to a few representative images or a small tissue block.  123 

 To mitigate all of the issues outlined above, we have developed a whole mount imaging 124 

technique that does not require optical clearing or tissue sectioning and can be imaged using 125 

standard confocal microscopy and quantified using code that we have made publicly available. 126 

Our technique maintains an intact adipose depot and allows for detailed visualization of up to 127 

five fluorescent channels at a time at high resolution. This technique has been extensively 128 

tested with direct (conjugated antibodies) and indirect (primary and secondary antibodies) 129 

fluorescent labeling of various neuronal markers, as well as with mouse lines with fluorescent 130 

neuronal reporters. We have optimized our whole mount method for the pan-neuronal markers 131 

PGP9.5 [25, 26] and β3-tubulin [27, 28]; the sympathetic nerve marker, tyrosine hydroxylase 132 

(TH) [14]; markers for sensory innervation, advillin (AVIL) [29, 30] and Nav 1.8 [31]; myelination 133 

marker myelin protein zero (MPZ) [32]; and many others. This technique has also been 134 

optimized for various non-antibody based fluorescent labeling approaches such as nuclear 135 

labeling with DAPI and vascular labeling with Isolectin IB4 (IB4). This has allowed us to further 136 

our understanding of scWAT in mice by characterizing the innervation that exists within this 137 

tissue with greater scrutiny, demonstrating neurovascular interactions, parenchymal innervation, 138 

and neuroimmune interactions. 139 

 140 

Methods: 141 

Cold exposure experiments 142 

All cold exposure was carried out in a diurnal incubator (Caron, Marietta, OH, USA) at 143 

5°C. Adult male C67BL/6J mice were housed two to a cage and either maintained at room 144 

temperature or continuously cold exposed for 7 days. Inguinal and/or axillary scWAT was 145 

collected for wholemount tissue processing.  146 

 147 

Mouse adipose tissue collection and processing for immunofluorescence 148 

Mice were euthanized using CO2 followed by cervical dislocation. Whole scWAT depots 149 

were carefully removed to remain fully intact and immediately fixed in 2% PFA at 4°C for 4hr-150 

12hrs depending on thickness of tissue. The tissues were then rinsed for 10 minutes with 1X 151 

PBS w/ 10U/mL heparin, twice at 4°C. Tissues were incubated in blocking buffer (1XPBS/2.5% 152 

BSA/0.5-1% Triton) at 4°C at least overnight but no more than 7 days (depending on tissue 153 
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thickness) with blocking buffer replaced every 24hrs. After blocking period, tissues were 154 

flattened by being placed between two large glass slides bound tightly together with large binder 155 

clips, for 1.5hrs at 4°C to prevent tissues from drying out. Tissues were next incubated in either 156 

0.1% Typogen Black for 20 minutes at room temperature on a rotator or TrueBlack® Lipofuscin 157 

Autofluorescence Quencher for 10 minutes at room temperature on a rotator. TrueBlack® was 158 

only used when using a 647nm fluorophore. At the end of incubation tissues were washed with 159 

1X PBS w/ 10U/mL heparin on rotating platform at 4°C replacing PBS every 1hr for a total of 4-160 

6hrs, or until all unbound stain was removed. Tissues were incubated with primary antibody for 161 

48hrs at 4°C the following day tissues were washed with 1XPBS on a rotating platform at 4°C, 162 

replacing PBS every 1hr for a total of 4-6hrs followed by incubation with secondary fluorescent 163 

antibodies overnight. Tissues were then again washed with 1XPBS on a rotating platform at 164 

4°C, replacing PBS every 1hr for a total of 4-6hrs. Following the immunostaining steps, when 165 

applicable, tissues were incubated with 1ug/mL isolectin B4 (IB4) (ThermoFischer, cat#:I32450 166 

or cat#:I21413)  diluted in HEPES buffer (pH 7.4), overnight at room temperature on a rotator. 167 

Tissues were then washed with 1XPBS on a rotating platform at room temperature for one hour 168 

twice. At this time, if DAPI co-staining was required, the tissues were incubated in 100ng/mL 169 

DAPI for 10 minutes at room temperature on a rotator. Tissues then received four 1hr washes in 170 

1xPBS at room temperature. At the conclusion of washing steps tissues were placed on large 171 

glass slides medial side facing up. A few drops of glycerol based mounting media were added to 172 

the tissue and coverslip was placed on top. Glycerol based mounting media is required because 173 

aqueous based mounting fluid lacks the required viscosity to fully adhere the coverslip when 174 

dealing with whole mount adipose. Slides were weighted down for 3-7 days then sealed. 175 

 176 

Whole mount confocal imaging 177 

Fully intact scWAT depots were imaged with a 10x objective on a Leica TCS SP8 DLS 178 

(Leica Microsystems, Wetzler, Germany) microscope by tiling z-stacks across the full depth and 179 

area of the tissue. Whole depot images in this manuscript were scanned bidirectionally at either 180 

400Hz or 600Hz, with line averaging ranging between 3-8, and z-step size ranging between 5-181 

16 μm. Identical image acquisition settings were applied for all tissues within cohorts that 182 

received neurite density quantifications. Anywhere between 20,000-65,000 individual images 183 

were captured per tissue which ranged from 100-900 tiles. These tiles were then merged 184 

together and processed into a 2D maximum intensity projection image either in LASX (Leica 185 

imaging software) or in Fiji [33] if being used for quantification.  Digital nerve bundle cross 186 
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sectioning was performed by using the XZY scanning mode. During cross-sectioning a 2.54x 187 

digital zoom was automatically applied to each image. 188 

 189 

Image processing and neurite density quantification 190 

Maximum intensity projections through the z-dimension (z-max projection) were 191 

generated for each tile individually using Fiji [33]. All single tile z-max projections were further 192 

processed using MATLAB x64 software (version 2018b, MathWorks). To remove low-frequency 193 

background noise, a 2D Gaussian smoothing kernel was used to convolve each z-max 194 

projection with a very large Gaussian blur using the imgaussfilt MATLAB command, with large 195 

standard deviation (~150), which was then subtracted from its corresponding original z-max 196 

projection. Next, a small gaussian blur (imgaussfilt with small standard deviation, ~2-3) was 197 

used on the (post background subtraction) image to broaden out the neurite signal slightly 198 

before thresholding the image. Next, a binary (black and white) thresholded mask was 199 

generated from the processed image. In the mask, only regions having an area larger than 40 200 

pixels were kept for further analysis (using the bwareaopen MATLAB command). Then the 201 

bwskel MATLAB command was used to perform the skeletonizing procedure, with the added 202 

feature of removing any branches less than 4 pixels long. Total nerve length was calculated 203 

using values measured for each single-tile z-max projection. Total nerve arborization density 204 

was calculated as the ratio of total nerve length divided by the total viewing area, resulting in 205 

nerve length per square meter of tissue. To generate heat maps a csv file was generated with 206 

the topological positions and the associated arborization quantity of each tile using the 207 

HeatMapChart function. 208 

 209 

Second harmonic generation imaging  210 

All 2-photon microscopy studies used a modified Olympus FV300 system with an upright 211 

BX50WI microscopy stand (Olympus, Center Valley, Pennsylvania) and a mode-locked 212 

Ti:Sapphire laser (Chameleon, Coherent, Santa Clara, California).  Laser power was modulated 213 

via an electro-optic modulator (ConOptics, Danbury, Connecticut). The fluorescence and SHG 214 

signals were collected in a non-descanned geometry using a single PMT (H7422 GaAsP, 215 

Hamamatsu, Hamamastu City, Japan). Emission wavelengths were separated from excitation 216 

wavelengths using a 665 nm dichoric beamsplitter followed by 582/64 nm and 448/20 nm 217 

bandpass filters for Alexa 488 and SHG signals respectively (Semrock, Rochester, New York). 218 

Images were acquired using circular polarization with excitation power ranging from 1- 50 mW 219 
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and a 40x 0.8 NA water immersion objective with 3x optical zoom with scanning speeds of 220 

2.71s/frame.  All images were 515 x 512 pixels with a field of view of 85 μm. 221 

  222 

Results and Discussion 223 

Whole Mount Technique  224 

We have tested numerous clearing techniques with scWAT and BAT (Suppl. Fig. S1) which 225 

included ScaleA2 [34], BABB [35, 36], CUBIC [37], CUBIC CB-perfusion [37], iDISCO [38],  226 

uDISCO [39], UbasM [40], and a sucrose gradient method [41]. Each clearing method had its 227 

own set of trade-offs, with some methods distorting tissue morphology, limiting fluorescence 228 

lifespan, and requiring costly objective lenses to image (summarized in Suppl. Table 1). These 229 

pros and cons have been well documented in various other tissues [22-24]. To circumvent these 230 

issues, we developed a method of whole tissue processing, outlined in Fig. 1a, that allowed for 231 

imaging and quantifiable analysis of intact whole adipose depots for up to 5-separate 232 

fluorescent channels (Suppl. Fig. S2) and did not require optical clearing. With the development 233 

of our wholemount technique we have found that, contrary to popular belief, optical clearing of 234 

scWAT is not necessary to image the innervation of entire scWAT depots.  Furthermore, our 235 

method is significantly more time efficient and more cost effective than optical clearing. This 236 

approach has allowed us to image entire tissue depots and construct 2D visualizations from 3D 237 

data acquisition (by tiling z-max projection images taken at low magnifications using a laser 238 

scanning confocal microscope (Fig. 1b)). Generating images of entire tissues through tiled z-239 

max projections requires tens of thousands of images to be captured and can often take 240 

between 10-30hrs to complete. This number is highly variable and dependent on tissue area 241 

and thickness, the desired image quality, sampling granularity, and the number of fluorescent 242 

channels being used. Tiled z-max projections can be processed for quantification of nerve 243 

density (as described in Methods section) (Fig. 1c).  Because a two-dimensional image is 244 

rendered from three-dimensional data, the length of the nerve fibers in the z-plane is lost. 245 

However, the data omitted is negligible by comparison and does not affect tissue to tissue 246 

comparisons. The protocols for tissue processing and script for quantifying neurite density have 247 

been made available at protocols.io and GitHub respectively (Fig. 1d). 248 

Whole mount processing of inguinal and axillary scWAT was achieved by excising intact 249 

depots from the mouse and fixing in 2% PFA. Tissue z-depth was reduced significantly by 250 

flattening the tissue between 2 large glass slides with binder clips to apply pressure; in a 251 

process we’ve termed “z-depth reduction.” By reducing the tissue thickness in the z-plane we 252 

were able to reduce tissue thickness with minimal tissue deformity or effects on relative tissue 253 
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anatomy (Fig. 2a). Z-depth reduction provided increased penetration of blocking reagents and 254 

antibodies which significantly reduced incubation times and allowed for the whole tissue to be 255 

mounted on a slide with coverslip.  256 

An important benefit of flattening adipose tissue is greater penetration of blocking solutions, 257 

antibodies, and autofluorescence quenching solutions. For most imaging we used 0.1% Sudan 258 

Black B (henceforth referred to by the less racially-problematic term Typogen Black) to 259 

decrease tissue autofluorescence. Typogen Black staining has been used as a treatment to 260 

quench tissue autofluorescence for decades in 7-10 μm thick sections [42]. Tissue 261 

autofluorescence  has always been a significant problem when imaging adipose due to the 262 

inherent autofluorescecent nature of lipids and lipofuscin that reside within it [43]. We applied 263 

this technique to the entire adipose depot to greatly reduce tissue autofluorescence in 264 

combination with DAPI, GFP, Cy3, and Cy5 excitation/emission filters (Fig. 2b). However, 265 

Typogen Black itself is highly fluorescent under far red excitation (illustrated using Cy5 filter in 266 

figure 2b) which makes it often necessary to quench autofluorescence with TrueBlack instead, 267 

which does not fluoresce as extensively with far red excitation (Fig. 2b-c). Red blood cells are 268 

also highly autofluorescent which made it necessary to implement washing steps that used 1X 269 

PBS with 10U/mL Heparin to help flush out remaining blood from vasculature (Fig. 2d).   In other 270 

instances, the autofluorescent red blood cells can be exploited to visualize the larger blood 271 

vessels that are missed by IB4, as we did previously [15]. 272 

Uniform staining of large whole mount tissues has always been problematic due to the 273 

increased incubation times required for antibodies to completely diffuse throughout the tissue 274 

[44, 45]. Incubation times were reduced 1-2 days by reducing tissue thickness and increasing 275 

surface with z-depth reduction. Depth coding of immunostained scWAT following z-depth 276 

reduction indicated an even penetration of antibodies throughout the whole tissue (Fig. 2e) and 277 

in representative sections (Fig. 2f) for various fluorescent staining approaches including: directly 278 

labeled β3-tubulin, indirectly labeled TH, and IB4 staining.  279 

 280 

Whole mount imaging allows for quantification of total depot innervation 281 

Axillary scWAT depots taken from male C57BL/6J mice, housed at room temperature or 282 

underwent cold exposure at 5ºC for 7-days, were processed for whole mount imaging using the 283 

pan-neuronal marker PGP9.5 (Fig. 3a). The neurite densities per tile were then averaged for the 284 

entire area of the tissue for comparison among treatments. Quantification of images allowed for 285 

statistical analysis between experimental groups (Fig. 3b). This quantification approach is not 286 

limited to innervation assessments but can be applied to vasculature (ie: IB4) as well. Neurite 287 
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density per z-max tile was then portrayed as a heatmap for both inguinal and axillary scWAT 288 

depots to better visualize region specific differences in neurite densities (Fig. 3c).  289 

 290 

Characterization of Peripheral Nerves in scWAT  291 

Inguinal scWAT depot was co-stained with two different pan-neuronal markers (PGP9.5 and 292 

β3-tubulin), counterstained with DAPI to emphasize tissue cellular structure, and tiled images 293 

were z-max projected. Whole tissue imaging exhibited near-uniform staining of the largest nerve 294 

bundles by both pan-neuronal markers (Fig. 4a). Nerves are unevenly distributed throughout the 295 

tissue with the highest concentration of large nerve bundles present in the centermost third of 296 

the tissue surrounding the subiliac lymph node (SiLN) as reported previously [15]. Our imaging 297 

and analysis technique exceeds current methods because it takes the heterogenous nerve 298 

distribution into account by quantifying the entire tissue, not just representative sections.  At 299 

greater magnification, z-max projection images showed an extensive network of neurons 300 

varying in diameter running throughout the tissue and surrounding adipocytes as well as 301 

vasculature (Fig. 4b) which averaged a combined neurite length of 25m per i-scWAT depot [15]. 302 

 Again, there appears to be almost complete fluorescent overlap for each pan-neuronal 303 

marker, with slightly stronger staining of PGP9.5 on the smaller nerve fibers. Digital cross 304 

section imaging of large nerve bundles presented uniform staining throughout the bundles (Fig. 305 

4c). DAPI stained nuclei can be seen both surrounding the nerve bundle and residing within it, 306 

in between the numerous nerve fibers. Since the nuclei of the neurons are located in the ganglia 307 

the presence of nuclei within the nerve bundle suggests the presence of supporting cells (e.g. 308 

Schwann cells) or potentially perineural adipocytes residing within the bundles. This technique 309 

was also used to visualize a nerve branching (Suppl. Fig. S2c). Variation in 310 

immunofluorescence staining between the two pan-neuronal markers can be attributed in part to 311 

variations in the labeling methods of each antibody. β3-tubulin was directly conjugated to a 312 

fluorophore while PGP9.5 required use of secondary fluorescent antibodies. The innate 313 

autofluorescent quality of adipose tissue, though greatly reduced by Typogen Black or 314 

TrueBlack® staining, is still visible and at its strongest when imaged at 488nm. 315 

Transmission electron microscopy of scWAT sections revealed that nerves not only traverse 316 

through the tissue but may also come in direct contact with the adipocytes (Suppl. Fig. S3a-b). 317 

However, we have yet to confirm synapsing directly onto adipocytes, though potential synapses 318 

have been observed in the stromal vascular fraction (SVF) of perigonadal adipose tissue (Suppl. 319 

Fig. S4a) as well as on blood vessels (Suppl. Fig. S4b), and on myeloid lineage SVF cells in 320 

inguinal scWAT (Suppl. Fig. S4c) using the post-synaptic marker PSD95.  In general, the 321 
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understanding of adipose tissue innervation has not extended to characterizing cellular 322 

interactions and whether they are synaptic or simply result from diffusion of neuropeptides and 323 

neurotransmitters from nearby free nerve endings. 324 

To further characterize the nerves within scWAT, numerous immunostaining experiments 325 

were conducted by co-staining β3-tubulin with markers for either sympathetic nerves, sensory 326 

nerves, or myelination using the markers tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), advillin (AVIL), and myelin 327 

protein zero (MPZ) respectively. Whole depot imaging demonstrated fluorescence overlap of 328 

β3-tubulin and TH in the largest nerve bundles with extensive TH+ axons that spanned 329 

throughout the tissue (Fig. 5a).  Nerve bundle digital cross sectioning showed that only about 330 

half of the axons in a given nerve bundle are TH+ (Fig. 5b). The small individual axons 331 

branching through the tissue, however, are nearly all TH+ (Fig. 5c), consistent with previous 332 

reports [11, 21]. Fluorescent imaging of inguinal scWAT from a sympathetic nerve reporter 333 

mouse (TH-Cre-Rosa26-GFP) had similar findings (Suppl. Fig. S5a).  334 

Digital cross sectioning of AVIL+ nerve bundles revealed similar findings to cross sectioning 335 

TH+ bundles, with only about half of the axons within the bundle presenting as AVIL+ (Fig. 5d) 336 

further suggesting the presence of mixed nerves in adipose. It is worth noting that the AVIL 337 

antibody used here was observed to mark structural proteins in some large blood vessels as 338 

well which accounted for the presence AVIL+ regions that were β3-tubulin- when viewed as a 339 

tiled image. At greater magnification these large blood vessels did not interfere with imaging and 340 

the lack of AVIL+ nerve fibers became apparent. Due to this, AVIL would appear to be a less-341 

than-ideal marker for quantifying sensory innervation in conditions that may also alter 342 

vascularity. It is thought at this time that an AVIL reporter or a Nav 1.8 reporter would be a far 343 

superior method of labeling sensory axons and a more comprehensive assessment remains to 344 

be completed.   345 

Nav 1.8-Cre x tdTomato reporter mice were also used to investigate the presence of sensory 346 

innervation in scWAT. Nav 1.8 marks sodium channels specific to sensory nerves [31] and 347 

fluorescence imaging showed a number of Nav 1.8+ sensory nerves throughout the tissue 348 

(Suppl. Fig. S5b), both large bundles and smaller parenchymal fibers, which compliments 349 

current literature that suggests sensory innervation plays a significant role in WAT metabolic 350 

function [14, 46]. As observed with AVIL immunostaining, imaging of i-scWAT from Nav 1.8-Cre 351 

x tdTomato reporter mice also suggests the presence of mixed nerve bundles in this adipose 352 

depot (Suppl. Fig. S5b). 353 

Whole depot staining with β3-tubulin and MPZ revealed that all of the large nerve bundles in 354 

scWAT are myelinated (Fig. 5e). In concordance with immunostaining, Luxol fast blue (myelin 355 
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stain) staining of whole inguinal scWAT depots was performed which showed that the most 356 

highly myelinated nerves traverse through or nearby the SiLN (Suppl. Fig. S5c). Digital cross 357 

sectioning of MPZ+ nerve bundles showed that all of the axons within the bundle are 358 

myelinated, with the greatest fluorescence intensity being on the exterior of the bundle (Fig. 5f), 359 

indicating that myelinated an non-myelinated axons are segregated in the bundle. Z-max 360 

projection imaging of parenchymal nerve fibers revealed that the majority of nerve endings are 361 

unmyelinated (Fig. 5g). TEM imaging was used to show both myelinated and unmyelinated 362 

neurites in contact with adipocytes (Suppl. Fig. S3a-b) 363 

Our whole mount imaging technique has validated the presence of mixed bundle nerves 364 

residing in WAT shown previously [16] and allowed for further investigation by creating digital 365 

cross sections of these mixed bundles. High magnification z-max projections revealed that 366 

almost the entirety of neurons within the scWAT parenchyma are TH+. Only a small percentage 367 

of axons in the tissue are myelinated, however the contribution of myelinated versus 368 

unmyelinated axons to tissue function is currently unknown. 369 

 370 

Neurovascular interaction in scWAT  371 

The autonomic nervous system, comprised of sympathetic, parasympathetic, and 372 

sensory nerves, is required for regulating vascular tension [47] throughout the body, and WAT is 373 

no different. Sympathetic nerve fibers are responsible for vasoconstriction and parasympathetic 374 

fibers are responsible for vasodilation though it has been shown that WAT lacks 375 

parasympathetic innervation indicating that precise control of vasodilation is not required for 376 

WAT [11].  377 

Neurovascular staining of whole depot scWAT was performed by co-staining with a pan-378 

neuronal markers and IB4, a marker for vasculature, as it binds to erythrocytes and endothelial 379 

cells [48-52] and effectively marks vessels smaller than 200um in diameter. Wholemount axillary 380 

scWAT (a-scWAT) tiled z-max projections exposed a dense vascular network residing in the a-381 

scWAT depot (Fig. 6a). In general, the highest concentration of large nerve bundles and large 382 

blood vessels are located within close proximity of one another. These observations are 383 

consistent with what we have observed in inguinal scWAT [15]. In contrast to neurites, 384 

capillaries appear homogenously expressed throughout the tissue (Fig. 6a).  Close inspection of 385 

the neurovascular interactions within scWAT revealed three specific and reoccurring types of 386 

interactions (Fig. 6b): i) Large nerve bundles and blood vessels that run parallel to each other 387 

within the tissue but do not seem to interact otherwise, ii) Large nerve bundles that have a 388 

vascular supply providing nutrients; vasa nervorum, iii) Blood vessels that are highly innervated 389 
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by smaller nerves which regulate vasoconstriction; perivascular sympathetic plexus. TEM 390 

imaging revealed a small axon in the stromal vascular fraction in between adipocytes in close 391 

proximity to a capillary (Suppl. Fig. S3c).  Sympathetic innervation of scWAT blood vessels was 392 

analyzed by co-staining β3-tubulin with TH and IB4. Small TH+ nerve fibers were found lining 393 

many of the vessels (Fig. 6c). Although small capillaries had significantly less innervation 394 

compared to larger arterioles, some TH+ nerves were found running along them. This supports 395 

the current literature that capillaries are relatively lacking in sympathetic innervation [53-55]. 396 

Not all nerves within the tissue are lining blood vessels; many can be found branching 397 

the gaps from one blood vessel to another or disassociated from the blood vessels entirely. The 398 

vasa nervorum, or the blood vessels supplying nutrients to the nerve bundle, were digitally cross 399 

sectioned to show a blood vessel branching around a nerve bundle which contained 2 400 

sympathetic axons (Fig. 6d). Extensive innervation of arterioles could be found surrounding both 401 

large and small diameter vessels (Fig. 6e). Of the nerves running throughout scWAT, the 402 

majority MPZ+ nerves were found running along blood vessels as indicated by co-staining with 403 

β3-tubulin, MPZ, S100β (a Schwann cell marker), and IB4 (Fig. 6f) (Suppl. Fig. S3). Only one or 404 

two of the largest nerves lining each vessel tended to be myelinated. The smallest sympathetic 405 

projections that often engulfed many of the arterioles, when present, were found to be 406 

unmyelinated.  407 

It is important to note several caveats with IB4 staining of vasculature. Mouse blood 408 

vessel diameter ranges from 250um to 4um dependent on type of vessel. Veins encompass the 409 

upper limit, while microvasculature such as capillaries encompass the lower limit [56]. Large 410 

diameter blood vessels (>100um) often lose their erythrocytes during tissue preparation which 411 

employs a heparin wash step to remove as much blood as possible to reduce the inherent 412 

autofluorescence associated with blood cells. However, erythrocytes tend to remain in the 413 

microvasculature even after these washes. Because of this, the microvasculature is doubly 414 

stained (erythrocytes and endothelium) whereas arteries and veins present only with stained 415 

endothelium. This reduction in fluorescence, most prominent in the largest vasculature, can 416 

even be seen starting as small as 50um in diameter though these vessels are still readily visible 417 

(figure 6).  Also, large sensory nerve bundles, immunostained for AVIL, an actin binding protein 418 

expressed specifically in somatosensory neurons [29, 30], tended to be co-stained with IB4. IB4 419 

binding sensory neurons has been reported in the literature [57, 58] and observed in 420 

supplemental figure S5d. However, due to tissue morphology, positively stained nerve bundles 421 

can be easily distinguished from the vasculature. 422 

 423 
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Second Generation Harmonic Imaging  424 

We also attempted to visualize the changes to inguinal scWAT innervation of morbidly 425 

obese mice which we have demonstrated to have adipose neuropathy (BTBRob/ob);  [15]. This 426 

proved technically difficult to accomplish using epifluorescent or standard confocal microscopy, 427 

due in part to the fibrotic nature of obese adipose tissue. However, with second generation 428 

harmonic label-free imaging using 2-photon microscopy, it was possible to visualize nerves and 429 

collagen within scWAT of BTBRob/ob animals (Fig. 7). While collagen is abundant in both BTBR+/+  430 

and BTBRob/ob animals, a greater degree of colocalization between collagen fibers and nerves is 431 

visible in BTBRob/ob animals (Fig. 7a), likely contributing to our inability to image the adipose 432 

nerves successfully in this mouse model. 433 

 434 

Conclusion 435 

 Taken together, the imaging techniques and data collected here reveal a rich and 436 

diverse neural innervation in mouse inguinal scWAT, likely indicating physiological roles that are 437 

yet to be uncovered.  For example, differences in myelinated vs unmyelinated axons, 438 

heterogeneity of TH+ nerves, and the contribution of sensory nerves in adipose are yet to be 439 

clarified.  In addition, the localization of true synapses or tissue junctions, versus release of 440 

nerve products from free nerve endings, and whether these exist on adipocytes or SVF cells, 441 

will also be important to uncover.  The availability of new techniques allowing nerve visualization 442 

under various physiological and pathophysiological conditions will help the field advance an 443 

understanding of adipose innervation and brain-adipose communication, including 444 

neurovascular and neuroimmune contributions. 445 

We have recently demonstrated diminished innervation of adipose tissue under 446 

circumstances of obesity, diabetes, and ageing, a condition we have called ‘adipose 447 

neuropathy’ [15]. ‘Neuropathy’ of adipose tissue (ie: a reduction in neurite density that may 448 

represent pathological nerve die-back) could have effects beyond the removal of sympathetic 449 

nerves releasing norepinephrine. Given that other nerve products, including from adipose tissue 450 

sensory nerves (ex: Substance P, VIP, CGRP, etc.) are found in adipose depots, the loss of 451 

proper innervation could also impact the physiological contributions of these neuromodulatory 452 

substances in adipose. Whether or not adipose sensory nerves directly communicate fuel status 453 

to the brain, perhaps in complement to endocrine factors such as leptin, is still an open 454 

question. In addition, how adipose nerves interact with vasculature versus parenchymal cells, 455 

including stromovascular cells, is also unexplored. Incoming sympathetic nerves may release 456 
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norepinephrine in order to affect vasoconstriction, and also to impact local adipocytes and 457 

immune cells via synaptic and non-synaptic connections. 458 

 459 

 460 

 461 

 462 

 463 
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 499 

Figure Legends: 500 

 501 

Figure 1: Wholemount tissue staining, imaging, and post-processing. Diagram depicting 502 

steps of wholemount tissue processing technique (a). 1.) An intact scWAT depot is carefully 503 

excised from mouse postmortem. 2) Tissue fixed in 2% PFA at 4ºC for 16hr per 1.0g of adipose. 504 

Tissue is then washed in 1X PBS (w/ Heparin 10u/mL) for four 1hr washes at 4ºC on rotator 3.) 505 

Tissue is squished between large slides held together with binder clips for 1.5hr at 4ºC. 4) 506 

Tissue is removed from slides and incubated in blocking solution (2.5% BSA, 1% Triton X-100, 507 

in 1X PBS) on rotator at 4ºC for 1-7days with blocking solution replaced daily. 5) Tissue is 508 

washed 1hr in 1X PBS (w/ Heparin 10u/mL) and incubated in 0.1% Typogen Black in 70% EtOH 509 

for 20min, washed in 1X PBS (w/ Heparin 10u/mL) in 1hr increments at 4ºC on shaker until 510 

Typogen Black run-off ceases. 6) Tissue is incubated in primary antibody solution at 4ºC on 511 

rotator for 2 days. 7) Tissue is washed x4 again with 1x PBS and incubated in secondary 512 

antibody solution at 4ºC on rotator overnight. 8) Tissue washed x4 with 1X PBS and mounted 513 

on slide with glycerol based mounting fluid. Glass coverslip is applied and slide is placed under 514 

significant weight for 3 days at room temp. 9.) Slide is sealed with nail polish and ready for 515 

imaging (a). Tiled z-stacks were imaged for the entire tissue with either a 5x or 10x objective 516 

and a 2D maximum projection image was rendered (b). Post processing of single tile z-max 517 

projections for neurite density quantification (c). Each z-max projection tile was further 518 

processed by subtracting the background away and adding light smoothing. Next a thresholded 519 

mask was applied and the image was skeletonized. Total neurite length was calculated for each 520 

tile and averaged for the entire viewing area (c.) Link to whole mount protocols and script for 521 

quantification (d.) 522 

 523 

   524 

 525 

 526 

 527 

 528 
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 529 

 530 

Figure 2: Reduction tissue autofluorescence and depth coding. Z-depth reduction was 531 

performed on inguinal scWAT depot for comparison before and after (a). Subcutaneous WAT 532 

depots from C57BL/6J mice were whole depot processed and incubated in either Typogen 533 

Black or TrueBlack® for equal duration. Autofluorescence was evaluated for each blocking 534 

method for 4 different fluorescent filter cubes: DAPI, GFP/FITC, Cy3/TRITC, and Cy5 (b). 535 

Blocking methods were further compared for the Cy5 filter by staining the tissues with IB4 536 

conjugated to a 647nm fluorophore. with either 10x objective (b) or both 4x and 40x objectives 537 

(c). scWAT depot stained with PGP9.5 (green) demonstrated significant reduction in orange 538 

vascular autofluorescence when tissues were washed with 1XPBS/10U/ml Heparin imaged at 539 

10x and 4x (d). i-scWAT depot stained with β3-Tubulin, Tyrosine Hydroxylase (TH), and 540 

Isolectin IB4 (IB4) and depth coded (e-f). Whole mount i-scWAT 3D depth coding was imaged 541 

with 10x objective (e) and high magnification representative 3D section was imaged with 63x 542 

objective(f). Images were captured on either Nikon E400 microscope (b-d) or Leica TCS SP8 543 

DLS microscope (e-f). 544 

 545 
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 562 

Figure 3: Whole depot neurite quantification. Female C57BL/6J mice, aged 14-16wks, were 563 

either cold exposed (5ºC) (n=6) or at room temperature (n=4) for 7 days. Axillary scWAT depots 564 

were wholemount processed and stained with PGP9.5 and imaged with Leica TCS SP8 DLS 565 

confocal laser scanning microscope with 10x objective (a). Images were z-max projected and 566 

tiled (a). Neurite density quantification was performed across cohort for comparison and 567 

analyzed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (b). Alpha level 0.05, error bars are SEMs, p = 0.414 568 

(b). Neurite density per z-max tile was calculated and used to generate a heatmap for inguinal 569 

scWAT and axillary scWAT depots (c). 570 
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 595 

 596 

Figure 4: Peripheral innervation of inguinal scWAT. Inguinal subcutaneous depots from 597 

C57BL/6J mice were wholemount processed and stained with DAPI to show tissue morphology 598 

and the pan-neuronal markers β3-Tubulin (green) and PGP9.5 (red) captured on Leica SP8 599 

DLS microscope (a-c). Whole i-scWAT depot tiled z-max projections captured using 5x objective 600 

(a) with digital zoom-ins (i-ii). Representative images of small fiber innervation imaged as z-max 601 

projections with 63x objective (b). Nerve bundle imaged with 63x objective and digital cross 602 

sectioning performed with a 2.54x digital zoom (c).  603 
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 629 

 630 

Figure 5: Characterization of whole mount inguinal scWAT nerves. scWAT depots from 631 

C57BL/6J mice were wholemount processed and stained with β3-Tubulin (green) and either TH 632 

(red) (a-c), AVIL (red) (d), or MPZ (red) (e-g). Whole mount tiled z-max projections of i-scWAT 633 

(a,d) and a-scWAT (g) imaged with 10x objective. Nerve bundle cross sections imaged with 63x 634 

objective with a 2.54x digital zoom applied to the digital cross section rendering (b,e). 635 

Representative images of small fiber innervation imaged as z-max projections with 63x objective 636 

(c,f). All images captured on Leica TCS SP8 DLS microscope (a-g). 637 
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 663 

 664 

Figure 6: Neurovascular interaction within inguinal scWAT depot. i-scWAT from C57BL/6J 665 

mice were wholemount processed. Whole i-scWAT depot stained with PGP9.5 (green) and IB4 666 

(white) was captured as tiled z-max projections imaged with 10x objective on Leica TCS SP8 667 

DLS microscope (a). PGP9.5 (green) and IB4 (red) used to display the 3 categories of 668 

neurovascular interaction within scWAT, imaged on Nikon E400 with 10x, 4x, and 40x 669 

objectives respectively (b). Representative images of innervation of blood vessels imaged as z-670 

max projections with 63x objective. β3-Tubulin (green), TH (red), IB4 (white) (b-d). Sympathetic 671 

innervation of small blood vessels (c). Vasa nervorum of i-scWAT nerve bundle imaged as z-672 

max projection digitally cross sectioned with a 2.54x digital zoom (d). Large and small diameter 673 

blood vessel digital cross sectioning (e).  2.54x digital zoom applied to large diameter vessel 674 

cross section, 6.96x digital zoom applied to small diameter vessel cross section (e). 675 

Representative images of myelinated nerve fibers around vasculature imaged as z-max 676 

projections with 63x objective. DAPI (blue), β3-Tubulin (green), MPZ (yellow), S100β (red), IB4 677 

(white) (f). 678 
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 697 

 698 

Figure 7: Second harmonic generation imaging. Two-photon microscopy was performed on 699 

immunofluorescent stained (PGP9.5) inguinal scWAT of BTBR+/+ (WT) and BTBRob/ob (MUT) 700 

animals (a). PGP9.5 was detected by excitation of AlexaFluor 488 at 800nm and emission 701 

collected using a 582 +/- 64nm filter. For detection of collagen, samples were excited at 890nm 702 

and the SHG signal was collected using a 448 +/-20nm filter. A 40x water immersion objective 703 

was used. IMARIS software was used to render 3D projections from z-stacks. Images are 704 

representative of N=3 WT/MUT, 12-week-old males. 705 
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